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structure is likewise sexual.1 Or it may be that the libido
sum specific to a spiritual activity goes over into an essentially
material interest; whereupon the individual erroneously
believes that the new structure is again spiritual in character.
The falsity of these conclusions is the result of taking into
consideration only the relative similarities in the two
structures, and ignoring their equally important differences.
Practical experience teaches us that a psychic activity can
find a substitute only on the basis of equivalence. A patho-
logical interest, for example, can be replaced by another
interest only when the latter represents an equally intense
value; thus a release of libido from symptoms never takes
place unless the equivalent substitute is found. If the
substitute is of less energic value, we know at once that a
part of the energy is to be sought elsewhere; if not in the
conscious, then in unconcious phantasy structures, or in a
disturbance of the ' parties sup^rieures ' of the physiological
functions, to borrow a very apt expression of Janet's,
Apart from this practical experience which has long been
at our disposal, the energy concept enables us to build up
-another side of our theory, According to Freud's causal
conception, there exists only this same immutable material,
the sexual component, to whose activity every interpretation
is led back with a monotonous regularity, a fact which Freud
himself has found occasion to note. To the idea of final
development, of such paramount importance in psychology,
the spirit of a reductio ad causam can never do justice,
1 The reduction of a complex structure to sexuality is only a valid
causal explanation if it is agreed beforehand that we are interested
only in explaining the function of the sexual component in complex
structures. But if we accept the reduction to sexuality as valid,
this can be only with the tacit presupposition that we are dealing
with an exclusively sexual structure, To assume this, however, is
to assert a priori that a complex psychic structure can only be
a sexual structure, a manifest petitio prindpii 1 It cannot be asserted
that sexuality is the only fundamental instinct of the mind, there-
fore every explanation on a sexual basis can be only a partial explana-
tion, never an all-sufficing psychological theory.

